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About us
Launched in August 2021, United Doge Finance is a community-driven decentralized token and platform built on both the
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain networks. It was created with the community and investor in mind.
Our goal is to provide generational wealth to all of our loyal holders with hyper-deﬂationary functionality and automatic
staking to reward UDOG holders. We redistribute 3% of every buy and sell transaction fee to UDOG holders. Additionally,
3% of every buy and sell transaction fee is stored away to help support UDOG’s project and donations to charities of our
communities choice. Lastly, 2% of every buy and sell transaction fee is automatically and instantly burned forever.
Our mission is to provide actual value and real-world use cases to make UDOG a leader in the DeFi space, by developing a
complete ecosystem. The ecosystem will consist of our crypto-powered credit card, portfolio smart wallet, exchange/swap
engine, cross-chain bridge, NFT's, NFT marketplace, and other ﬁnancial offerings, with more to follow, as the Metaverse
takes shape.
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Our Values & Mission Statement
01

02

Unity

Diversity

UDOG is ownerless, fully decentralized, and united by its
community of enthusiasts. Free, open and frank
communication is encouraged among the community
supporters, so that everyone willing can be informed and
even participate in every step of UDOG’s growth! Multiple,
independent, free group efforts in development, community
self-management and more are strongly encouraged! We
believe that the community-driven project can only succeed
if the community and developers work together. Unity is the
real strength.

By providing and allowing multiple
utilities, UDOG is creating a diverse
ecosystem. Providing the user with diverse
utilities is the key to our success.
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Our Values & Mission Statement
Opportunity

03

04

Growth

The Crypto market is the world of opportunity. We
are aiming to provide users multiple opportunities
to grow with us. Our holders can diversify their
portfolios with multiple ways to earn. There is an
opportunity for investors, NFT artists and
merchants to use the platform to earn beneﬁts.

UDOG believes in growth, but growth with
community. UDOG is in it for the long haul. The
decentralized community is fostering longterm development of the ecosystem which will
result in real use cases, greater rewards and
popularity beyond any temporary trends. We
implemented Anti-Whale and Anti-Bot
features to ensure the longevity and success of
UDOG!

To help create a more transparent, balanced and fair ﬁnancial system.
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UDOG Token
United Doge Finance is a real community
platform with Automatic Reward technology,
including other features like the Buy-Back
and Burning Mechanism. Get redistribution
rewards every time a successful transaction is
performed, creating a passive income source.
Hodl our $UDOG token and watch your
money grow!

01

By combining the power of blockchain and cryptocurrency, we created a token that is better than any other
token available on the market. UDOG is the ﬁrst reﬂection project with an actual utility, on top of the
community's efforts to hold and grow. You probably already know this, but with $UDOG, you will have greater
returns than any other reﬂection token out there. We made it better.

02

UDOG’s mission is to bring popular cryptocurrency concepts to the mainstream. Unlike older, comparable
projects, UDOG introduces holders to next-gen concepts such as participation rewards, NFTs, a decentralized
exchange and more.

03

UDOG’s long-term goal is to establish itself as an industry leader in the emerging Decentralized Finance sector.
The management at UDOG believes that the underlying factor that will continue to deﬁne Blockchain products,
is the ability to give people and businesses more power and control over their ﬁnances. This is the driving force
behind UDOG, i.e., providing a platform to the people where they can freely utilize their crypto assets in a fully
secure, seamless and affordable online environment.
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Tokenomics & Token Info
UDOG/ETH Tokenomics at Launch
Total Supply

Burn Wallet: 50%

Deployer Wallet: 36%

100,000,000,000,000,000

50,000,000,000,000,000

36,000,000,000,000,000

(100 Quadrillion)

(50 Quadrillion)

(36 Quadrillion)

Private Presale: 10%

Developer Wallets: 3%

Marketing/Charity Wallet: 1%

10,000,000,000,000,000

3,000,000,000,000,000

1,000,000,000,000,000

(10 Quadrillion)

(3 Quadrillion)

(1 Quadrillion)
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UDOG ERC20 Token Info
How to buy UDOG/ETH?

UDOG is a decentralized, deﬂationary ERC20
token built on the Ethereum network with
liquidity locked for 1 year on Uniswap.
United Doge Finance token (UDOG/ETH) is
currently available on Uniswap and
SushiSwap and can be purchased using our
contract address:

1. MetaMask/Trust Wallet/Coinbase

4. Connect a Wallet

Register an ETH account on
MetaMask, Trust Wallet or Coinbase.

Connect your MetaMask, Trust Wallet
or Coinbase Wallet to Uniswap.

2. Add ETH

5. Slippage Tolerance

Purchase ETH on MetaMask, Trust
Wallet or Coinbase.

Make sure you set the slippage
tolerance to 10%.

3. Uniswap

6. Swap

Go to Uniswap and add our token
contract address.

Swap your ETH for your new gem
UDOG, hold it in your wallet and
watch your value increase.

0x4a9d8b8fce0b6ec033932b13c4e24d24dc4113cd
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UDOG/BNB Tokenomics at Launch

Total Supply

Deployer Wallet: 50.3%

Burn Wallet: 40%

50,000,000,000,000,000

25,150,000,000,000,000

20,000,000,000,000,000

(50 Quadrillion)

(25.15 Quadrillion)

(20 Quadrillion)

Developer Wallets: 6%

Marketing/Charity Wallet: 3.7%

3,000,000,000,000,000

1,850,000,000,000,000

(3 Quadrillion)

(1.85 Quadrillion)
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UDOG BEP20 Token Info
How to buy UDOG/BNB?

UDOG is a decentralized, deﬂationary BEP20
token built on the Binance Smart Chain
network.
United Doge Finance token (UDOG/BNB) is
currently available on PancakeSwap and can
be purchased using our contract address:

1. Trust Wallet

4. Connect a Wallet

Register a BNB account on Trust
Wallet.

Connect your Trust Wallet to
PancakeSwap.

2. Add BNB Smart Chain

5. Slippage Tolerance

Purchase BNB Smart Chain Coin on
Trust Wallet.

Make sure you set the slippage
tolerance to 10%.

3. PancakeSwap

6. Swap

Go to PancakeSwap and add our
token contract address.

Swap your BNB Smart Chain Coin for
your new gem UDOG, hold it in your
wallet and watch your value increase.

0xa2d619cbf2ea3a29b1dbfba1e289adcfb8c0c4a0
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Automatic Rewards
Each holder of UDOG is eligible to automatically
receive $UDOG from the reward pool. The reward
pool contains $UDOG tokens reserved by the
contract. The contract uses a portion of the tax
applied to every transaction (3%) to do this. This can
be beneﬁcial in the following ways:

The more transactions that are performed, the
more rewards that are received.
It also encourages the ﬂow of tokens from one
account to another.
It also provides long-term ﬁnancial beneﬁts to
users.
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Buy Back and BURN
Another feature that UDOG provides is auto-burning.
The buyback feature allows UDOG to automatically
buy the circulating token on each transaction from
the market and send them directly to the burn. This
decreases the circulating supply from the market,
thus making your holdings more valuable. With every
transaction, 2% is added to the burn wallet.
Once the tokens are sent to the burn wallet or "dead
wallet", they can not be accessed by anyone. The goal
of token burning is to remove a certain quantity of a
token from the circulating supply. Burning the coin
increases the price. The coin will be burned to prove
liquidity, thus increasing the price, which will beneﬁt
holders.
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Centralized Exchange Vs United Doge
Finance Exchange
Centralized Exchange
Centralized exchanges are exchange platforms that facilitate
cryptocurrency trades between traders through a collection of buy and
sell orders. Although centralized exchanges provide a means through
which crypto holders can invest and earn with their tokens, there has
been less reliance on the platform.
Centralized exchanges do not reveal their internal activities to users.
They hold custody over users' funds, serve as a target for hackers,
enhance malicious practices, like price manipulation and wash trading,
and suffer from the technical issue that leads to lost trade
opportunities.
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Centralized Exchange Vs United Doge
Finance Exchange
udogswap Exchange
One Deﬁ application that sustains the ethos of decentralization is the
decentralized exchange. Not only does this application preserve the
traditional values of blockchain technology, but it also revives the
usability of the cryptocurrency by providing new features and methods
of earning more.
Asides from other reasons, the decentralized exchange was mainly
introduced as an alternative approach to cryptocurrency trading.
United Doge Finance decentralized exchange is being developed as a
revolutionary approach toward the inefﬁciencies of existing centralized
and decentralized exchanges. It is being developed to aid in the swift
trading of crypto tokens, while still providing traders with full custody
over their tokens.
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Centralized Exchange Vs United Doge
Finance Exchange
udogswap Exchange
By being on the high-performing Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum blockchains, the decentralized exchange enhances ultra-fast
and cheap trading for users. United Doge Finance decentralized exchange solves the growing problem of centralization in the
exchange ecosystem, by enabling a direct transfer of assets by users in its network. With its low fee structure, users can conduct
trades at a fraction of the cost of other Ethereum-based decentralized exchange networks.
The exchange will be hosted on udogswap.com. The proprietary decentralized exchange/swap engine being created, will feature an
integrated cross-chain bridge. This feature is especially important for the future of United Doge Finance and its utility. The feature
that differentiates us from others is that any listed crypto will have to go through our rigorous KYP (Know Your Project) application
process. This process is to provide our customers with projects which are authentic and have a real team behind them. The project
Devs must provide identiﬁcation, to pass this process. Also, to make sure that projects are not scamming, the project must lock
liquidity for a minimum of 2 years.
Also, to beneﬁt our users we have introduced a new feature, which is insurance. The insurance will only cover purchases made
directly from udogswap.com. If the project developers rug the project and steal the liquidity from all the other exchanges they were
listed on, we will reimburse the investor their investment back in either ETH or BNB (as long as they still hold that token in their
wallet). This way we are providing more beneﬁt to our investors than other exchanges in the market.
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Future Projects
01
Portfolio Smart Wallet
Decentralized crypto wallets are an essential factor in owning and investing in cryptocurrencies of any sort. Wallets for
digital currencies are very similar to wallets for your hard, in-hand currencies, like dollars or euros; just a digitized
version of your bank account. They are used to buy and store your crypto and send your crypto to others.
UDOG Portfolio Smart Wallet will be the world's simplest, most secure decentralized multi-crypto wallet application
that will be designed to provide DeFi access and other crypto-related use cases. UDOG Portfolio Smart Wallet allows
users to securely store their crypto assets so that they can be used for transactions on a P2P level without any thirdparty intermediaries. Also from UDOG Portfolio Smart Wallet, users can directly stake their token and connect with
the udogswap Exchange. From the UDOG Portfolio Smart Wallet, you will also be able to manage all of your credit
accounts for which United Doge Finance will offer.
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Future Projects
02

03

New Payment System

UDOG Credit Card

The UDOG ecosystem will incorporate a decentralized payment system to
allow people to sell their products seamlessly and accept $UDOG as a
payment method. By being built on blockchain technology, users can
engage in transactions without being victims of scams and chargebacks.

In the future, to facilitate the customer experience,
the UDOG credit card will be introduced. From this
card, users can make easy transactions with
cryptocurrencies. This is the next step in
cryptocurrency. Transactions from the credit card
adds another utility to the UDOG ecosystem. The
UDOG credit card will provide the user $UDOG
rewards on every transaction. Following the credit
card, we will bring an element to the blockchain for
credit and credit scoring.

The UDOG payment system will allow merchants to accept $UDOG as a
payment method. Each system will be decentralized, meaning the
payments will go directly to the shop owner without any third-party APIs
or transaction forwarding. Users can make transactions with the token
without incurring hidden charges.
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NFT
NFT stands for non-fungible token. Non-fungible refers to unique
or special. Opposite to it, fungible things can be easily replaced
like currency notes, digital coins, etc. On the other hand, nonfungible tokens are unique and can’t be replaced like a short video
clip, digital art, etc. NFTs are similar to cryptocurrency, in that, they
are created and protected using blockchain technology. Unlike
cryptocurrencies, they cannot be traded or exchanged at
equivalency.
NFTs are a special type of blockchain-based tokens that can be
used to demonstrate proof of ownership over digitals items.
United Doge NFT, represented by uniteddogenft.com, will be
creating exclusive NFTs for anyone to purchase. The NFTs will
facilitate the transition and provide access to United Doge Finance
in the metaverse.
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NFT Marketplace
Non-fungible tokens are tokenized digital assets representing real objects
like art, game items, music, videos and other collectibles. Each NFT on the
UDOG NFT marketplace will have a digital signature that makes it
impossible to duplicate the NFT with another. Furthermore, an NFT can
only be owned by one person. This way, NFT holders can gain control and
ownership over their data.
UDOG’s proprietary NFT marketplace will bring artists, art lovers and
gamers under one virtual roof to buy and sell NFTs with ease, on our userfriendly platform. You can interact with members of the NFT community
and share your favorite NFTs and ideas.
$UDOG is the governance and main utility token for the UDOG NFT
marketplace. Earn $UDOG when you buy or sell on the UDOG NFT
marketplace.
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Disclaimer
Token holders may not claim the transaction fees or object to any speciﬁc use of these fees from UDOG or any of its project team
members, nor have they any legal claims. UDOG, its website and social accounts, the whitepaper nor the UDOG project team
members should be relied upon as legal, ﬁnancial or investment advice, or a warranty or guarantee of any kind, and no claims as to
the value of your holdings is being promised, now or in the future. No one other than yourself will be responsible for proﬁts and
losses, tax liabilities or any legal consequences.
Please make sure you comply with your local laws and regulations in your territory and country. You should seek your own
independent advice and understand the risks of investing, as there is risk in any and all ventures. You should accept the UDOG
project team members are not obliged to provide any support or services. In no event shall the UDOG project team members be
liable for any damages or loss of use, loss of proﬁts or loss of data, in any way.
This document describes the function of UDOG only. This document may be amended from time to time. Updated versions will
supersede, override, clarify or change previous editions. The latest version alone should be considered as the most accurate and up to
date. We recommend you refer back from time to time. Only versions available on the UDOG website should be accepted as the
ofﬁcial document to rely on. The UDOG project team members are not responsible for versions found on other sources.
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